Film activate: Lost at HOME

After a plane crash, Sai, a capuchin monkey born and raised in captivity, finds himself alone and lost in the Amazon jungle.

1. Where do you think Sai likes to live in the rainforest? Select the correct cloud with the answer.

Ocean   House   Grass   Trees   Land   River

2. Imagine you are in the middle of the Amazon rainforest, just like Sai. What would you or a capuchin monkey feel, smell, hear, and see? Write a poem about it.

I see  
I hear  
I smell  
I feel  

3. Let's help Sai adapt, protect from enemies, and make new friends. Color all of these animals. Cut and paste them in the rainforest next page.

For questions, e-mail: lili@coralgablesmuseum.org
Place the cut-out animals in the rainforest below. Color the final scene.